2022-10-19 Conference Call Minutes

Time: 3pm Eastern US

ZOOM - https://hl7-org.zoom.us/j/99189148876?pwd=ZnVmQzRiMktzdXBVU3lKeTRkaDc3UT09 (including audio through zoom)

Chair: Cooper Thompson
Scribe: Cooper Thompson

Attendees:
Ming Dunajick
Sonja Ziegler
Line Saele
Cooper Thompson

Agenda:

- Topics of interest
- R5 Ballot
- Jira

Minutes:

Motion: Agree with dissolution/merger of MnM into FHIR-I

Vote: Line Saele / Ming Dunajick: 3-0-0

- FHIR-39230 - It would be preferrable to have concepts included in the base Patient resource, particularly those that have existed for a long time.
  - assigned to commenter for questions

- FHIR-31531 - Allow Participants to be passed in context with Slot search
  - assigned to commenter for questions

- FHIR-39001 - Need to include an element that captures the source for this information
  - kicked this back to Rob (commenter).